TEX Users Group

Memberships and Subscriptions
TUGboat (ISSN 0896-3207) is published four times a year plus one supplement by the TEX Users Group, 653 North Main Street, P.O. Box 9506, Providence, RI 02940, U.S.A.

1992 dues for individual members are as follows:
- Ordinary members: $60
- Students: $50

Membership in the TEX Users Group is for the calendar year, and includes all issues of TUGboat and TEX and TUG News for the year in which membership begins or is renewed. Individual membership is open only to named individuals, and carries with it such rights and responsibilities as voting in the annual election. A membership form is provided on page 112.

TUGboat subscriptions are available to organizations and others wishing to receive TUGboat in a name other than that of an individual. Subscription rates: North America $60 a year; all other countries, delivery by surface mail $60, by air mail $80.

Second-class postage paid at Providence, RI, and additional mailing offices. Postmaster: Send address changes to the TEX Users Group, P.O. Box 9506, Providence, RI 02940, U.S.A.

Institutional Membership
Institutional Membership is a means of showing continuing interest in and support for both TEX and the TEX Users Group. For further information, contact the TUG office.

TUGboat © Copyright 1992, TEX Users Group
Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this publication or of individual items from this publication provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on all copies.

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this publication or of individual items from this publication under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided that the entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a permission notice identical to this one.

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this publication or of individual items from this publication into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions, except that this permission notice may be included in translations approved by the TEX Users Group instead of in the original English.

Some individual authors may wish to retain traditional copyright rights to their own articles. Such articles can be identified by the presence of a copyright notice thereon.
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Addresses
General correspondence:
TEX Users Group
P.O. Box 9506
Providence, RI 02940

Payments:
TEX Users Group
P.O. Box 594
Providence, RI 02901

Parcel post, delivery services:
TEX Users Group
653 North Main Street
Providence, RI 02904

Telephone
401-751-7760

Fax
401-751-1071

Electronic Mail (Internet)
General correspondence:
TUG@Math.AMS.com

Submissions to TUGboat:
TUGboat@Math.AMS.com

TEX is a trademark of the American Mathematical Society.
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